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4. In the event that the answer to #3 is "Yes", please explain the need for, and the anticipated onset anc)duration of the inpatient treatment:  ______________________________________________________________He is currently in Arizona State Hospital and he needs to remain in there as he is verypsychotic and uses bath salts and spice while he is in here._______________________________   •

What kind of treatment is the patient currently receiving for this disorder?   Medications, counseling pndsupport and structure.____________________________________________________________    '

Give a comprehensive assessment of any functional impairments of the patient.   He is very delusional,He is orandiose and believes that he is President Kennedy and he would not take medications orrespond to anyone who does not call him by President,    He has refused to take medications off and pnand he picks and chooses as to what he is going to take. He uses bath salts and or spice and he wou)dnot tell us how he obtains those substances. He supposedly has credit cards and large amount of mopeyin the bank which he uses to buy things to other patients and pay for substances for himself and other
patients on the unit. He is unable to understand risk and benefits of his treatment and provide consen^for it. He is not managing his money in his best interest,__________________________________

How and to what extent do these impairments affect the patient's ability to receive or evaluateinformation needed in making or communicating personal and financial decisions?
He is very psychotic and due to his illness, he is taken advantaged by other patients. He buys clothing,computers and drugs for other patients and himself. Staff told me that he spent 1000.00 dollars to buycloths and things for other patients. As per staff, other patients know that he has large amount of moneyand they intimidate him and threaten him so that he would buy drugs and other things for them..__

8.         What task of daily living is the patient capable of performing without direction or with minimal direction?
He can do his ADLS without any supervision and he dresses well._________________________

9.         What is the most appropriate rehabilitation plan or care plan for the patient?         Medications,inpatienttreatment, substance abuse treatment, support and structure.____________________

10.       What would be the least restrictive living arrangement reasonably available for the patient?
At this time, Arizona State Hospital.

11.       Is there any reason why this patient should notpersonally appear in court?  X Yes Q No     If
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